Introduction to the training course
Lecture

Introduction to digital images and how to use image analysis
Lecture

General navigation in VIS, layer drawing, running APPs
Lecture, demo & exercise

Coffee break

APP Engine and batch processing
Lecture, demo & exercise

How to handle results
Demo & exercise

Lunch

Introduction to APP Author
Lecture

How to build a tissue detection APP?
Demo & exercise

Tissuealign
Lecture & exercise

Coffee break

Tissuearray
Lecture & exercise

Q&A

End of day 1
Day 2

09.00  Author: Preprocessing - understanding and finding good features
       Lecture, demo & exercise

10.00  Coffee break

11.15  Author: Classification part 1
       Lecture, demo & exercise

12.15  Lunch

13.00  Author: Classification part 2
       Lecture, demo & exercise

14.00  Author: Post processing and outputs
       Lecture, demo & exercise

14.45  Coffee break

15.00  Work on own APPs and Q&A
       Exercise

16.00  End of day 2